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1. INTRODUCTION 
The behavior and especially the oscillatory properties of the solutions of 
nonlinear differential equations have been the subject of numerous studies. 
This paper is concerned with certain qualitative features of nonlinear 
functional differential equations of arbitrary order. We give at first a funda- 
mental comparison principle from which we derive, under certain conditions, 
the oscillatory or asymptotic character of the solutions by considering simple 
ordinary differential equations, e.g., linear differential equations or equations 
of the form 
Yen) + g(t) Y” = 0, 
the solutions of which have known behavior. Our results, so obtained by 
comparison, are generalizations or extensions of previous ones due to Bradley 
[l], Kartsatos [2-61, Ladas [S], 0 nose [ll-131, Sficas [14], and Staikos and 
Petsoulas [IS]. 
Throughout the sequel, let Ct-r,ol , Y 3 0, denote the Banach space of all 
continuous functions v : [-r, 0] H R (R is the real line) with the usual 
sup-norm denoted by 11 11. Let also CF-p,O, or C;-Y,O, be, respectively, the set 
of all nonnegative or nonpositive on r--r, 0] functions of CI-~,~~ . For any 
function w : [T - r, u) H R, T < a and any t E [T, a) let wt be the function 
defined by 
w@> = w(t + 5) 6 E L--r, 01, 
which obviausly belongs to Cr-r,ol when w is continuous. 
An n-th-order functional differential equation is a relation of the form 
Jn) + h(t, Xc , 2, )...) xp-l)) = 0, 
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where h is a real-valued function with domain 52 C R x C~-~,sl . A solution 
of this equation is any function 
x : [T - Y, a) I-S- R T < a, 
which is P-l smooth on [T - Y, a), C” smooth on [T, a), and has the 
property that 
(t, xt , *t ,a.*, xt (+l)) E 52, 
x(%)(t) + h(t, X$ , 2’t ,..., xj16--1)) = 0, 
for all t E [T, a), 
2. FUNDAMENTAL COMPARISON PRINCIPLE 
Let us now consider the functional differential equations 
can) + F(t, Xt , & )...) xjn-1)) = 0, (E) 
Y’“’ + g(t) G(t, yt > Lt ,.a., rl”-“‘1 = 0, 0%) 
where g belongs to a certain function class 3, and let gz denote the function 
defined by 
ga(t) = F(t, zt , & ,..., xF-l’)/G(t, xt , 2, ,..., z?-~)). 
The following theorem establishes a fundamental comparison principle 
for the differential equations (E) and (Es). 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a propositional function with domain a function class 
G” and let 
Y = (x E & : x is a solution of(E)), 
Yg = {y E d : y is a solution of (Es)]. 
and 
then 
(Vz E 9) P(x). 
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Proof. If the conclusion is false, then for some z E Y we have -P(x) and 
consequently g, E 3. Thus 
WY E =%J P(Y)* 
But x is obviously a solution of the differential equation (EgZ), i.e., z E Spg, , 
which means that P(z) is true, a contradiction. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We shall now apply the fundamental comparison principle to obtain 
results of oscillatory or asymptotic character for functional differential 
equations of arbitrary order. To do this we need the following three lemmas, 
the first of which is an adaptation of a lemma due to Kiguradze [7]. 
LEMMA 1. If u is an n-times dzyekrentiable function on [t,, , co) with utk), 
k = 0, l,..., n - 1, absolutely continuous on [to , co) and if 
u(t) # 0 and u(t) zN(t) < 0 for every t E [t, , co), 
then there exists an integer 1 with 0 ,( 1 < n, n + I odd and such that 
u(t) u(k)(t) 2 0 for every t E [to , co) (k = 0, l,..., 1) 
(-l)“+k-lu(t) dk)(t) > 0 for every t e [to ,co) (k = I + 1, 1 + 2,..., n) 
LEMMA 2. If u is as in Lemma 1, tha we have the following: 
(a) If lim,, dk)(t) = c, c E R, then lim,,, zP+l)(t) = 0 for any 
k = 0, l,..., n - 2. 
(b) Jf limt+, u (t) = &CYJ, then there exists an integer m with 1 < m < n 
and such that 
li*i u’“‘(t) = $2 u(t) = &co k = 0, l,..., m - 1, 
lim z@)(t) = c CER. 
(c) b+, [u”‘(t;;;t)] = 0 k = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1. 
Proof. (a) By the mean-value theorem, we have a sequence (tJ with 
.(“‘(t, + Y + 1) - .(k)(tO + V) = I.4 @+l)(tv) and t,, + v < t,, < to + Y + 1. 
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Hence 
lim uCkfl)(ty) = c - c = 0 and lim i, = co, 
and since, by iemma 1, zP+l) ’ 1s nondecreasing or nonincreasing on [t, , co), 
liw,, zP+r)(t) exists and is equal to zero. 
(b) It is easy to verify, by Lemma 1, that for 
m = 1 + max(k : ky z@)(t) = k% u(t)> 
(b) holds. 
(c) This follows from (a) and (b) . since it is obvious when k = m while 
for k < m we have 
lim U(k)(t) uc’+“(t) _ __ E I&------- - *-- - 
t-m u(t) t+m ti(t) 
_ lim Ucnz)o = 0. 
t-am u(@yt) 
LEWUA 3. If u is as in Lemma 1, then we have the following: 
(4 II II - limt,, [@‘/u(t)] = 0 k = 1, 2,..., n - 1. 
(b) II II - lb+, WuNl = 1. 
(4 Jf ljm,, u(t) = c, c E R, then 11 Ij - lim ut = c. 
Note. II Ii - lim means the limit in CI-r,Ol with respect to the norm jj ]I. 
Proof. It is obvious that u can be assumed positive. We consider the 
following two cases. 
Case 1. lim t&+m u(t) = c < 00. 
By Lemma 1, zP) . IS of constant sign and nondecreasing or nonincreasing. 
Hence for sufficiently large t 
/I zdf) jj = solo, I u(‘)(t + s)l d I d”(t>i + I @(t - Y)l 
while, by Lemma 2(a), / zP(t)l + / zP)(t - Y)I -+ 0 as t -+ co, i.e., 
lim // z@)j/ = 0, which proves (a). To prove (b) and (c) we observe that for 
sufficiently large t and for any s E [-P, 0] 
I! Ut - c/l < j u(t - r) - c j + 0 as t-+03. 
Hence j/ jj - Em,,, ut = c and jl 11 - limt+Jut/u(t)] = 1. 
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Case 2. Iim,, u(t) = 03. 
As in case 1, for sufficiently large t we have 
11 uy) 11 < 1 zqt)l + ( uyt - Y)I 
and since u is obviously nondecreasing 
which, by Lemma 2(c), proves (a). To prove (b) we observe that for suffi- 
ciently large t and for any s E [-Y, 0] 
Hence, by Lemma 2(c), (b) holds. 
Let now consider the n-th-order (a > 1) functional differential equation 
A+) + p(t)f(t, Xt , 3i*t )...) xp-1)) = 0 t 3 to, (*I 
where p is nonnegative, p and f are continuous and such that they quarantee 
the existence of solutions of (*) for all large t. In what follows, we consider 
only such solutions which are nontrivial for all large t. Furthermore, we 
introduce the following conditions: 
(Cl) Fm any (8, y1 ,9~~ ,..., yn) in the 0%&z off, f(t, n, pz ,..., 9)n) > 0 
if 93 E C&,Ol andf(t, 93 , v2 ,.-., 54 < 0, if p1 E CFr,ol . 
This condition and the continuity of f imply that if fi = 0, then 
f(t, T-3, ($32 ,**-9 9%) = 0. 
w2> If x is a bounded and n-times dzsuentiable function on [t$ , a) with 
(i) x(t) # 0 for every t E [tz: , co), 
(ii) x(t) d”)(t) < 0 for every t E [tO , oo), 
(iii) lim,,, x(t) # 0 
lim+inf If(t, xt , kt ,..., $-l))j > 0. 
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(Cd If x is an n-times difirentiable function on [tr , 00) satisfying (+-o-(i) 
of condition (C,), then 
lim+inf \f(t, xt , 3it ,..., &-l’)\ > 0. 
G) If x is an n-times difserentiable function on [tz ,OO) satisfying (i)-(iii) 
of condition (C,), then there exists CL~ > 1 such that 
CC,> There exists 01 = p/v, 0 < 01 < 1, p, v odd integws, such that for any 
n-times dife-rentiable function x on [tz , CO) satisfying (i)-(iii) of condition (C,) 
lirn inf I f(t, Xt ; “~~;;l x~-l))l > 0. 
t-tm X 
THEOREM 2. If conditions (C,), (C,) are satisjied and 
i m PM dt =03 
then for n even all solutions of (*) are osciEZatory, while for n odd all solutions 
of (*) are either oscillatory OY tending monotonically to zero as t -+ co togethep 
with theirJirst n - 1 derivatives. 
Proof. For F = pf and G = G(y) = y” equations (E) and (Ea) take, 
respectively, the forms (*) and 
y(n) + g(t)y” = 0. (1) 
Let d be the class of all functions x defined on an interval of the form [tO , co) 
and let P be such that 
P(X) : X is oscillatory or ii x(t) = 0. 
Furthermore, let ~33 be the class of all nonnegative functions g defined on an 
interval of the form [& , CXJ) and such that 
s 
m 
t+l’g(t) dt = co, 
If Q! is chosen so that 0 < 01 < 1 and cx = p/v, p, v odd integers, then it is 
well known (cf. [9]) that the differential equation (1) satisfies the conclusion 
.505/12/3-2 
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of the theorem for all g E 9, which means that for every g E 9 and every 
solution y of (l), P(y) is satisfied. Moreover, 
and if we suppose that x is a nonoscillatory solution of (*) with lim,,,x(t) # 0, 
then, by condition (C,), g, is eventually nonnegative and, by virtue of 
pp(t) dt = CO and (C,), it follows that the condition 
implies 
lim+inf [t a(n-l)/l x”(t)/] > 0 (2) 
s 
m 
@-go(t) dt = co, 
i.e., g, E 9. In order to verify (2), we suppose that lim,, x(t) = &CD, since 
otherwise limt+m x(t) = c, c E R, and (2) is then obvious. Since, by condition 
(Cl), xx(*) is eventually nonpositive, we can easily derive, by Taylor’s formula, 
that for sufficiently large t, 
where Q(t) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to n - 1. Hence 
Now applying Theorem 1, we conclude that all solutions of the functional 
differential equation (*) are oscillatory or tending to zero as t --+ CO. To 
complete the proof of the theorem we observe that 
(a) If n is even and x a nonoscillatory solution of (*), then, by Lemma 1, 
xa? is eventually nonnegative, which leads to the contradiction Em,+, x(t) # 0. 
Thus for n even, all solutions of (*) are oscillatory. 
(b) If x is a nonoscillatory solution of (*) with lim,, x(t) = 0, then 
Lemma 2(a) ensures that x tends monotonically to zero as t --+ co and so do 
its first 1z - 1 derivatives. 
Remark. The above theorem is a generalization of a result due to Bradley 
(cf. [l, Theorem l]), which concerns second-order differential equations with 
retarded argument. Also, still in the reduced case of ordinary differential 
equations, it is a generalization of other results due to Kartsatos (cf. [4, 
Theorems 1, 21 and [2, Theorem 31) and Onose (cf. [ll, Theorem 21 and 
i-12, Theorem 21). 
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THEOREM 3. If conditions (C,), (C,) are satisfied and 
I 
m 
t”-+(t) dt = co, 
then for n even all bounded solutions of (*) are oscillatory while for n odd all 
bounded solutions of (*) are either oscillatory or tending monotonically to zero 
as t -+ CO together with their Jirst n - 1 derivatives. 
Proof. We consider the differential equation (1) and let now d be the 
class of all bounded functions x defined on an interval of the form [t, , co). 
The propositional function P is defined as in the proof of Theorem 2, while B 
is defined as the class of all nonnegative functions g defined on an interval 
of the form [t, , 00) and such that 
I 
m 
@g(t) dt = CO. 
If (y. is chosen to be an odd integer greater than 1, then it is well known that 
the differential equation (1) satisfies the conclusion of the theorem for all 
g E 9, which means that for every g E 9 and every bounded solution y of (l), 
P(y) is satisfied. Moreover, if x is a bounded nonoscillatory solution of (*) 
with lim,,, x(t) # 0, then, by conditions (C,) and (C,) g, is eventually 
nonnegative and 
which, by virtue of s” t+lp(t) dt = cg implies that 
s 
m 
t”-lg#(t) dt = CO, 
i.e., g, E: $9. 
Hence, applying Theorem 1, we conclude that all bounded solutions of the 
functional differential equation (*) are oscillatory or tending to zero as t ---t 00. 
The conclusion of the theorem follows now in exactly the same way as that 
of Theorem 2. 
Remark. The above theorem is an extension of a result due to Ladas 
(cf. [S, Theorem 4.119, which concerns a class of differential equations with 
retarded argument. Also, still in the reduced case of ordinary differential 
equations, it is a generalization of a result due to Kartsatos (cf. [5, Theo- 
rem 11). 
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THEOREM 4. If conditions (C,), (C,) are satisfied and 
s 
co 
t”-p(t) dt = 00 
then the conclusion of Theomn 2 holds. 
Proof. We consider again the differential equation (1) and let b, P be as 
in the proof of Theorem 2, while 9 is as in the proof of Theorem 3. If x is 
nonoscillatory solution of (*) with lim,, x(t) # 0 and a: is chosen so that 
1 < OL < aE and 01 = p/v, p, v odd integers, then it is well known that the 
differential equation (1) satisfies the conclusion of the theorem for all g E 59, 
i.e., for everyg E 5 and every solution y of(l), P(y) is satisfied. Moreover, by 
condition (C,), g, is eventually nonnegative and 
i’ 
OD 
iFgo dt = co. 
Indeed, by condition (C,), for sufficiently large t 
f (t, Xt ) 2, ,*.., xp-1)) = / f(t, Xt ) 2, ,...) .jn-l))[ 
x*(t) I W”~ 
I ml”3C 
and since lim,,, 1 x(t)las-a > 0, condition (C,) gives 
which, by virtue of p t+lp(t) dt = co, implies that 
f 
m 
t”-1g3C(t) dt = co, 
i.e., g, E $9. 
Hence, we can apply Theorem 1 and the remainder of the proof is the same 
as that of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 5. -rf conditions (C,), (C,) are satisfied and 
s m t”‘“-l’p(t) dt = co if O<a!<l, 
s 
co 
t”-‘-y(t) dt = 0~) forsomeE,O <E < 1, if ol=l, 
then the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds. 
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Proof. We consider again the differential equation (1) and let 8, P, be as 
in the proof of Theorem 2. In the case 0 < 01< 1,9 is also defined as in the 
proof of Theorem 2, while in the case a: = 1 as the class of all nonnegative 
functions g defined on an interval of the form [tg , 00) and such that 
s m P--l-g(t) at = co. 
It is well known (cf. [9, lo] and [6, Th eorem 41) that the differential equation 
(1) satisfies the conclusion of the theorem, i.e., for every g E 3 and every 
solution y of (l), P(y) is satisfied. Moreover, if x is a nonoscillatory solution 
of (*) with lim,,, x(t) # 0, then by conditions (C,) and (C,), g, is eventually 
nonnegative and 
lim inf f(t, Xt ) ~ il;” ,~-l)) > o. 
t-xc o! 
Thus it is easy to verify that g, E 3. The remainder of the proof is now 
obvious. 
From Theorems 4 and 5 immediately follows the corollary. 
COROLLARY. Letf = f (R, ~~ ,..., q+J, when (*) takes theform 
P +p(t)f(xt ) 2, )...) xp-“) = 0. (**) 
Iffor any (9% > 9 2 ,..., cp%) in the domain off and any h E R 
(4 f (93 ,v2 ,..., nz> > 0, whe-n 9~1 E Cc,,,, 3 
(b) for some (II = ,I.+, p, v odd integers, 
then under any one of the following three conditions, for n even all so&ions of 
(**) are oscillatory, while for n odd all solutions of (**) are either oscillatory or 
tending monotonically to zero as t -+ to together with their $rst n - 1 deriv- 
atives :
s 
m 
ol>l and t”‘-p(t) dt = co. 
s 03 a=1 and t”“-y(t) dt = co forsomeezoithO<E<l. 
s 
m 
a>1 and t”-y(t) dt = co. 
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Proof. It is obvious that (a) and (b) imply condition (C,). Moreover, by 
(b), for any n-times differentiable function x, which satisfies (i)-(iii) of 
condition (C,), we have 
f(xt ) Rf ,..., xp-1)) 
x”(t) 
= f (-$) ) $) ,..., G) 
and, by virtue of Lemma 3, 
lim inf’f(xt ’ ‘i’L;j @-l)) = f(1, O,..., 0) > 0. tax oi 
Thus conditions (C,) and (C,) are also satisfied and the proof follows now 
immediately from Theorems 4 and 5. 
Remark. The above corollary includes, as particular cases, previous 
results due to Kartsatos (cf. [2, Theorems 1, 31; [3, Theorems 2, 31 and 
[4, Theorems 1, 2]), Onose (cf. [ll, 121 and [13, Theorem l]), Staikos and 
Petsoulas (cf. [15, Theorem 11) and Sficas (cf. [14]). 
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